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1 Requirements 
In Solution Manager – Job Management the classical Job Request (Basic and Detailed) UIs are 

complex & tightly coupled with ITSM process, i.e. always an ITSM ticket is created on submit of a 

request. Customers request a simple UI with the option to integrate with any external service desk 

(aka ticketing system). At the same time customers are looking for automated job validation checks. 

Therefore, the objectives are: 

➢ Create a simple user interface for Job Request 

➢ Enable the integration with any external ticketing system 

➢ Offer job validation checks 

➢ Offer enhancement options via BAdI 

➢ Support the job scheduling workflow from the requestor to the job scheduling responsible: 

o Do not allow that a user with requestor role can approve a job request 

o Do not allow that a reviewer can approve a job request, that he has created 

o Allow the job scheduling responsible to execute the whole process end to end (as he 

has job scheduling authorizations anyway) 

 

 



2 Design 

2.1 Block Diagram  

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Simple Job Request 

2.2 Major Development Focus 

1. Creation of the Simple Floor Plan Application UI 

2. Feeder classes for to supply the data 

3. Facade class to create Job Request 

4. Creation of BAdI(s) to enable the customer to enhance the application 

2.3 Limitations of existing Job Request Application 

➢ The existing webdynpro applications are complex & difficult to enhance in customer’s 

landscape 

➢ Tight coupling to ITSM., i.e. on submitting a job request always an ITSM ticket is created 

➢ No option for automation of job validation checks 

2.4 Process Flow 

The Simple Job Request (SJR) supports two document flows.  

Document flow 1 (with job request document): 

Step 1: Job Requestor Submits a Job Request Document and at the same time creates a ticket. 

Step 2: Job Reviewer reviews the job request, approves it and hands the request over to the job 

scheduler 

Step 3: Job Scheduler creates job document or new version of the job document, schedules the batch 

job (from the job document) and sets the ticket on completed. 

Document flow 2 (simplified – without job request document): 

Step 1: Job Requestor Submits a Job Document (the tool takes care of versioning) and at the same 

time creates a ticket. 



Step 2: Job Reviewer reviews the job document, approves it and hands the request over to the job 

scheduler 

Step 3: Job Scheduler schedules the batch job (from the job document) and sets the ticket on 

completed. 

The following flow charts present the way of processing the SJR, while creating, saving and new 

version of Job Request with some condition e.g. “Name_Exists”…etc. 

 

Figure 2: Process flow of Simple Job Request principle 

 

Figure 3: Process flow of Simple Job Request process 



 

Figure 4: Process flow of Simple Job Request On save of Job Document 

 

Figure 5: Process flow of Simple Job Request On create new version of Job Document 

 

Figure 6: Process flow of Simple Job Request on Setting Job Document on production status 

2.5 Flavours of Simple UI  

In the Solution Manager as of 7.2 SP08, there are two flavours of Simple Job Request process as also 

described in the SAP Help Portal. The traditional process starts with a job request document, that is 

later converted to a job document from where the job is scheduled. As of SP08, you can start the 

request process directly with the job document. The simple UI supports the traditional process and 

the new simplified process. It is offered with start condition and validation features also for creation 

of a Job Document (without workflow). 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/c458e6a97c6746f2afb2a3d1bf0a630b/7.2.08/en-US/4b884b51e803510be10000000a44176d.html


 

2.5.1 Request Batch Job (Job Request + WF) 

Via the Request Batch Job (Job Request + WF) tile, a Job Request document is created with an ITSM 

ticket (Service Now ticket, if BAdI is implemented). Once the requested job is approved out of the Job 

Request document, the Job Document can be created from the menu “Related Items” 

2.5.2 Request Batch Job (Job Document + WF) 

The Job Document is created directly with a ITSM ticket (Service Now ticket, if BAdI is implemented). 

Obviously, via this option the workflow to request a batch job to be scheduled is simplified. 

Therefore, this is the recommended option. 

2.5.3 Create Job Documentation 

The Job Document is created directly without an ITSM ticket. 

 

2.6 Features of the Simple Job Request / Document Application 
The UI is simplified with Overview, Business Context & Executables. 



 

2.6.1 Fill from other Job Request 

In case you would like to create a Job Request or Job Document from any existing Job Request/ 

Document, you can use this option to copy over all information from chosen document. 

 

2.6.2 Start Condition 

The Job Requestor maintains the needed execution times in the “Job Start Condition” dialog, which is 

the requested execution. The actual execution needs to be filled by the scheduling responsible in the 

Scheduling UI. 

During the launch the Scheduling UI for a Technical System, the requested Start Condition can be 

copied over to the Scheduling UI which can be amended by the scheduler. 

Note: Configurations required. Refer the section “Configurations” 



 

2.6.3 Validation 

There are following validations delivered in the standard already: 

➢ Uniqueness of the Job Name  

➢ The existence of the Batch User in the Managed System 

➢ Existence of the Similar Job in Managed System 

➢ Existence of ABAP Report/ Variant 

➢ The Naming Conventions 

 

Note: Configuration is required in case you need custom validations (or) you need to disable some of 

the aforementioned standard validations. Refer the section “Configurations” 



2.6.4 Attachments  

Via “Attachments & Links” you can add documents & links to a Job Document. 

 

 

2.6.5 Restrictions 

The batch job restrictions can be filled in the “Restrictions” dialog. The following restrictions are 

available 

➢ Conflict 

➢ Dependency 

➢ Predecessor 

➢ Successor 

Note:  

➢ This is only for documentation purposes 

➢ The restrictions can be configured. Refer to the section Value Help for Restrictions 



 

2.6.6 Job Document Versions 

The different versions of the Job Document will be displayed in the “Versions” dialog 

 

2.6.7 ITSM Dialog 

When submitting the request to schedule a job, the ITSM dialog is launched to fill in the following 

fields, 

➢ System (This would be defaulted to the leading role of Solution Manager/ production system) 

➢ Transaction Type (defaulted to the Transaction Type maintained in SOLMAN_SETUP) 

➢ Short Text (by default, it’s a name of the Job Document) 

➢ Long Text (by default, its combination of Job Description & Business Impact field) 

➢ Reporter (by default, it is your Business Partner ID) 

➢ Processor (to be filled by the requestor) 



 

Note:  

➢ In case a 3rd Party Service Desk is Integrated with this application, a different dialog would be 

launched 

➢ For ITSM ticket creation, it is mandatory to have a Business Partner created in the chosen 

system. (Refer the section “Business Partner Creation”) 

 

2.6.8 Creation of Monitored Object 

The Monitored Object would be created automatically for a Technical System with the following 

Default Values, 

➢ Job Name (Name of the Job Document) 

➢ Data Collection Frequency (5 Minutes) 

➢ Start Procedure (use Job Start Condition) 

➢ Metric Configured (Cancelation) 

 

During the configuration, you will be prompted for automatic creation of the Monitored Object. 

 

 



To launch the Job Monitoring Dashboard, you could choose the menu item “Launch Job Monitor 

Dashboard”. 

2.7 Launch of the Simple Job Document from SM37 
If you schedule a job from the scheduling UI of a job document (via the XBP interface) into the 

managed system, then in SM37, you will see in column Job doc an icon.  

 
On clicking on the icon, the corresponding job document opens up (if the back RFC destination has 

been defined). To get it opened in the simplified UI, in Solution Manager Configuration in Business 

Process Operations -> Job Management -> 6.3 Adjust Technical Configuration you need to set 

parameter SIMPLE_JR_JD_UI to X. 

2.8 Job Control / Redirect and Simple Job Request Process 
With the detailed UI (supporting ITSM integration only), you had the option to use CRIT and redirect 

end users, that try to create a job or to change a job to a guided procedure, i.e. a Solution Manager 

UI, from which it was possible to start a job request process, but also to schedule a one-time job 

without workflow, if the corresponding configuration was done (see Job Control in SAP Online Help).  

Such a guided procedure is not offered for the simplified UI. Instead of above process, we 

recommend, that you provide end users with the authorization to schedule one-time jobs without 

workflow (see SAP Note 1716340 "A user should not generate periodic jobs") and teach them to 

request periodic jobs (using the simple UI). 

2.9 Launch of Simple Job Request with generic user (e.g. from a 
Portal) 

You might have the use case, that you do not want to create for every job requestor a user in 

Solution Manager, but you still want to offer the simplified job request process (e.g. integrated with 

an external ticketing tool).  

To achieve this, you can define in transaction SICF a virtual service, to which you assign the URL that 

launches the job request form (e.g. https://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/ui2/flp?sap-client=<client>&sap-

language=EN#Action-SimpleJobDef if you want to create the job document immediately after 

submit) 

 



 

Figure 9: External Service. SICF Transaction 

The URL defined in SICF (e.g. https://<server>:<port>/sap/bc/solman/jobrequestuser ) needs to be 

integrated in the respective Enterprise Portal. 

2.10 Simple Job Request / Document and Solution Documentation 

The Job Documentation (classic and simply) application is not fully integrated with Solution 

Documentation status management in the sense that setting a Job Document on Production Status 

does not release it to the production branch, i.e. you must take care of the release in a separate 

manual step. In case of an edit request, when a new version of the job document is created it is 

created in the maintenance branch.  

3 Customizations  
The application is delivered with customizations, that can be adjusted to the customer needs. 

➢ Start Conditions 

➢ Period 

➢ Validations 

➢ Grey List 

3.1 Start Conditions 
In table AGS_SJR_STRTCOND the possible Start Conditions are maintained. To be able to copy the 

start condition information over to the job scheduling UI, each Start Condition is mapped to an 

interface / scheduler type and to a start condition / period in the scheduling UI (“D” = “Daily”). 

➢ XBP (Direct Scheduling into the Managed ABAP System) 

➢ CPS (Scheduling into an SMSE certified external job scheduler, e.g. SAP BPA by Redwood) 

The following entries are delivered, but can be maintained and changed in SM30 (for view 

AGS_SJR_STRTCOND): 

Start Condition Description Scheduler Type  SAP Start Conditions 

ZCD Daily CPS D 

ZCM Monthly CPS M 

ZCP Periodic CPS D 



ZCQ Quarterly CPS Y 

ZCT1 One Time XBP I 

ZCW Weekly CPS W 

ZCY Yearly CPS Y 

ZCD Event Based XBP I 

 

3.2 Period 

In table AGS_SJR_PERIOD periods are mapped to each Start Condition. Those values are shown in the 
start condition popup Unit field according to the value in field Job Frequency. When a user selects a 
job frequency, if the number of lines for the frequency in table AGS_SJR_PERIOD is one, the Unit field 
is in display only mode Else the fields shall be changeable. “PERIOD_VALUE” will be displayed as a 
defaulted value in the field  the Repeat Value. The following entries are delivered, but can be 
maintained and changed in SM30 (for the AGS_SJR_PERIOD): 

Start Condition Period Unit Description PERIOD_VALUE 

ZCC SEC Second(s) 1 

ZCC MIN Minute(s) 1 

ZCD DAY Day(s) 1 

ZCM MONTH Month(s) 1 

ZCP DAY Day(s) 1 

ZCP HOUR Hour(s) 1 

ZCP MIN Minute(s) 1 

ZCP MONTH Month(s) 1 

ZCP WEEK Week(s) 1 

ZCP YEAR Year(s) 1 

ZCQ MONTH Month(s) 3 

ZCT1 N/A Not Applicable 1 

ZCT2 DAY Day(s) 1 

ZCT2 HOUR Hour(s) 1 

ZCT2 MIN Minute(s) 1 

ZCT2 MONTH Month(s) 1 

ZCT2 YEAR Year(s) 1 

ZCW WEEK Week(s) 1 

ZCY YEAR Year(s) 1 

ZXE N/A Not Applicable 1 

 

3.3 Validation 
In table AGS_SJR_VALIDATE the list of SAP standard validation checks is contained and custom 

validation checks can be added via SM30. Below you see the standard entries.  

Id Execute
? 

Is 
BAdI
? 

IS_JD IS_JC IS_MC Message 
ID 

Ms
g 
No 

Msg 
Type 

Descr 

BATCHUSER_
EXIST 

X  X   AGS_EJR_
SJR 

047 Warnin
g 

Batch 
User 

GREY_LIST X  X   AGS_EJR_
SJR 

130 Error Black List 

JRNAMING X X X X  AGS_EJR_
SJR 

010 Error Job Name 
- Naming 



Conventio
n 

SIMILAR_JOB X  X   AGS_EJR_
SJR 

032 Warnin
g 

Similar 
Job 

STEP_EXIST X  X   AGS_EJR_
SJR 

142 Warnin
g 

ABAP 
Report / 
Variant 

STR_COND X  X X  AGS_EJR_
SJR 

007 Error  Start 
Condition 

STEP_CONSI
S 

X  X X X AGS_EJR_
SJR 

201 Error  Job 
Documen
t 
Consisten
cy 

 

Note: 

➢ Execute: Only those checks are executed with flag “Execute?”. By removing the flag you can 

on short notice avoid the execution of a validation check.  

➢ Is_BAdI: In case you need to add a custom validation, set flag “is_BAdI = X” 

➢ IS_JD: Only those checks are executed in the Simple Job Definition application set flag “is_JD = 

X” 

➢ IS_JC: Only those checks are executed in the Simple Job Chain application, set flag “is_JC = X” 

➢ IS_MC: Only those checks are executed via Report AC_EJR_MASS_VALIDATE_PROD_JDS you 

can execute mass validation checks for job and chain documents. Those checks will be 

executed, set flag “is_MC = X” 

➢ Msg Type: 

o If Message Type is “Error”, the validation check throws an error message and it is not 

possible to submit a Job Request or create the Job Document 

o If Message Type is “Warning”, the validation check throws a warning message, but it 

is possible to submit a Job Request or create a Job Document  

4 Configurations 

4.1 Services 
In the Transaction “SICF”, activate the following services 

Service Name Application 

WD_AGS_JOBDEF_SIMPLE Job Document + Workflow 

WD_AGS_JOBDOC_SIMPLE Job Document without Workflow 

WD_AGS_JOBREQ_SIMPLE Job Request + Workflow 

WD_AGS_SJR_STARTCOND_SMSE Start Condition Dialog 

WD_EJR_ENH_SCHEDULE SMSE Advanced Parameters dialog (in the scheduling UI) 

4.2 Creation of Business Partners for ITSM 
This section is relevant only for the ITSM ticket creation. To create ITSM ticket with a specified 

system, it is mandatory to have a Business Partner defined in the Managed System. Otherwise ITSM 

ticket creation would fail. 



Step 1: Launch the Transaction “BP_USER_GEN” 

Step 2: Fill in the following fields, 

➢ Fill in the Trusted RFC Destination 

➢ Identify Users and Business Partners by “User Name” 

➢ Opt for “Create Business Partners” & “Update Business Partners” 

➢ Unopt “Test Mode” 

 

Step 3: Execute (or) hit F8  

Step 4: Make sure the business partners were created by verifying the results 

 

4.3 ITSM Process Type Configurations 
 

To create an ITSM incident, it is mandatory to assign a CRM Process Type in the SOLMAN_SETUP 

Step 1: Launch SOLMAN_SETUP (SAP Solution Manager Configuration) 

Step 2: Navigate to “Business Process Operations” → “Job Management” 



Step 3: Launch the Step 2.3 “CRM Transaction Types for Job Request” 

Step 4: Choose the Transaction Type (The copy of the Transaction Type SMIN) & make it as default. 

Step 5: Make sure to have as Report PFct. as SLFN0002 and the Processor PFct. as SLFN0004. 

 

  

4.4 Integration of External Scheduler via SMSE 
If you use SAP BPA as external scheduler, you can tightly integrate the Solution Manager Job 

Documentation based Job Scheduling process. For this you need to do the step 5 Integrate with 

SMSE. 

 

See also How to connect SAP BPA by Redwood to Solution Manager and SAP ABAP System on 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Job+Management. 

4.4.1 User with which External Scheduler (e.g. SAP BPA) is accessed 

To fetch information from SAP BPA a user is needed that is authorized. How is the SAP BPA user 

determined based on the Solution Manager user?  

If the Solution Manager user is authorized to fetch and modify data from external scheduler (object 

S_BTCH_EXT ACTVT 01, 02, 03) BPA is accessed with the same user ID as the Solution Manager user 

or with the ID of the alias user if maintained for the Solution Manager user in SU01. 

If the Solution Manager user is authorized for at least fetching of data from external scheduler 

(object S_BTCH_EXT ACTVT 33) BPA can be accessed with a generic user. The ID of this user needs to 

be maintained in table AGS_JOB_CONFIG the parameter CPS_FALLBACK_UNAME (e.g. 

SMSE_DISPLAY). This user needs to have in Solution Manager the authorization to access SAP BPA 

(role SAP_BC_REDWOOD_COMM_EXT_SDL) and exist in SAP BPA with the same ID with the needed 

authorization. 

https://support.sap.com/content/dam/support/en_us/library/ssp/sap-solution-manager/container/business-process-operations/JobManagement/connect-solman-to-redwood-bpa.pdf
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Job+Management


4.5 Configuration of Value Helps 

4.5.1 Value Helps of Business Context 

In the standard the following fields in the section “Business Context” needs to be configured in the 

Solution Manager Configurations 

➢ Organization Unit 

➢ Region 

➢ Business Area 

Step 1: Launch SOLMAN_SETUP (SAP Solution Manager Configuration) 

Step 2: Navigate to “Business Process Operations” → “Job Management” 

Step 3: Launch the Step 6.1 “Set Up Organizational Model”  

Organizational Unit 

 

Region 

 

Business Area 

 

 

4.5.2 Value Help of Restrictions 

The Restriction Types in the Restrictions Dialog (in the Related Items button menu) can be 

maintained in the SAP Solution Manager Configuration  



Step 1: Launch SOLMAN_SETUP (SAP Solution Manager Configuration) 

Step 2: Navigate to “Business Process Operations” → “Job Management” 

Step 3: Launch the Step 6.1 “Set Up Organizational Model”  

Step 4: Click on the Tab “Scheduling Restriction” 

 

 

4.6 Adjustments to Technical Configuration 

In section Adjust Technical Configuration you can configure different options, e.g. if you want to 

allow that a job name can be given twice, i.e. that you can have job documentations with identical 

names, what scheduling interface shall be defaulted (e.g. if you schedule most of your jobs with SAP 

BPA by Redwood, that you should set parameter DEFAULT_SCHEDULER_INTERFACE to SMSE, so that 

for every job document that is created the corresponding flag is set leading to the SMSE scheduling 

UI being launched. 

If you do not want to create users in SAP BPA by Redwood for all Job Request users, but still want 

them to be able to see information from Redwood, e.g. Time Window or Submit Frame, then an 

interesting option is to maintain a generic user in CPS_FALLBACK_UNAME. The user name 

maintained (e.g. SMSE_DISPLAY), will be used to fetch information from SAP BPA, if 

a) in SAP BPA there is no user with the ID of the Solution Manager user 

b) no alias user is assigned to the Solution Manager user 

c) the Solution Manager user has authorization object S_BTCH_EXT ACTVT 33 

 

 

Most important parameters are below: 



  

This means: 

a) ALLOW_DUPLICATED_JOBNAME: Job documents with identical calls are not allowed, i.e. a 

user can not create a job document with a name of a job document. 

b) CPS_FALLBACK_UNAME: Fall back user name is SMSE_DISPLAY (note that the user entered 

here needs to have scheduler display authorization in Redwood and exist in Solution 

Manager with role SAP_BC_REDWOOD_COMM_EXT_SDL) 

c) DEFAULT_SCHEDULER_INTERFACE: In a job document by default the flag “External 

Scheduler” shall be set 

d) SIMPLE_JR_JD_UI: When wanting to change a solution manager scheduled job in SM37 

launch the simple job request UI. 

5 SAP Roles 
 

For the different roles, i.e. the requestor, reviewer and scheduler SAP delivers roles and template 

users that can be found in Guide Procedure for Job Management (Solution Manager Configuration → 

Business Process Operations) 

1. Requestor: Job Management L1 or L2 user (i.e. user with role SAP_SM_SCHEDULER_L1 or 

SAP_SM_SCHEDULER_L2) 

2. Reviewer: Job Management BPO user (i.e. user with role SAP_SM_SCHEDULER_BPO) 

3. Scheduler: Job Management TOP user (i.e. user with role SAP_SM_SCHEDULER_TOP) 

 

If you decide to skip the job request document creation, i.e. go for the simplified workflow where on 

submit the job document is created, the requestor template users need on top of their authorization 

SM_JSM_DOC authorization: 

 

5.1 Details on User Type (e.g. if Requestor) determination 
Key differentiator of the above roles is in object SM_JSM_SDL, i.e. 

 

Role Object SM_JSM_SDL Reason / Background 



SAP_SM_SCHEDULER_L1 or 

SAP_SM_SCHEDULER_L2 

SCHACTI = 03 User shall be able to see the schedule 

information. 

SAP_SM_SCHEDULER_BPO    SCHACTI = 02, 03 User shall be able to change the schedule 

information (e.g. to optimize it). 

SAP_SM_SCHEDULER_TOP    SCHACTI = 01, 02, 

03, 06 

User has full scheduling authorization. 

 

Consequently, the determination of the user kind (in CL_AGS_EJR_SJR_UTIL->get_user_kind) is based 

on SM_JSM_SDL field SCHACTI values. 

6 SAP Notes 
The above described solution is delivered with Solution Manager 7.2 SP08, if you apply the fixes 

contained in SAP notes  

1. 2751383 (SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 - Job Documentation Mass Maintenance – Corrections 

for SP08) 

2. 2772824 (SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 - Simple Job Request - Corrections - Part 1 for SP08) 

3. 2774256 (SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 - Simple Job Request - Corrections - Part 2 for SP08) 

4. 2816820 (SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 - Simple Job Request - Corrections - Part 3) 

5. 2756689 (Launch Simple Job & Chain Documentation for SP08) 

Please implement the notes in this sequence. 

7 BAdI Implementations for Custom Enhancements 
The Simple Job Request / Job Document is highly customizable for the following aspects: 

➢ The UI visualizations & Value Help (BADI_AGS_EJR_SJR) 

➢ Integration of External Service Desk (e.g. Service Now) (BADI_AGS_SJR_EXTSDK) 

➢ Automations of SAP BPA by Redwood artefacts (Process Definitions or Chain Definitions) 

(BADI_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL) 

➢ Validations & Job Name Proposals. (BADI_AGS_SJR_VALIDATOR) 

The following section explains the fall-back classes and the list of operations possible.  

Please note, that at custom implementation (i.e. when you implement one of the BAdIs) you need to 

copy over the fall-back classes to the BAdI (i.e. don’t use the option, to create the class of the BAdI 

empty). Consequently, by copying over the classes, the standard methods contained in the 

operations are still supported by SAP and corrections (e.g. delivered by a SAP note) reach those. 

However, changes to the implementations of the fall back operations do not reach the BADI 

implementations. What this means in case of an upgrade see below.  

7.1 Enhancement Support by SAP 

If an issue is observed in the BADI code, the customer needs to debug it and if the issue seems to be 

related to a standard function, check how the standard function works in SAP standard.  

a) If the issue is reproducible in the non-Z environment as well, then the customer can directly 

open a message, with BADIs active (the correction provided by SAP will solve the issue in the 

Z environment as well). 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2751383
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2772824
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2774256
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2816820
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2756689


b) If the issue does not happen in the non-Z environment, then the BADI coding needs to be 

adjusted by a customer developer. 

In general, if a problem occurs with the SJR process, the customer needs to check, if the problem is 
reproducible in the standard coding (with BAdI implementations deactivated*). Only, if the problem 
is reproducible in the standard coding (without Z coding in the call stack), SAP can accept a ticket. 
 
*Deactivation of your BAdI implementation: 
1. Unflag “Implementation is Active” in the respective BAdI(s) 

 
2. Activate this change 

7.2 Enhancement and Upgrade 
It is not probable, but could happen, that SAP delivers additional operations in the BAdIs (e.g. version 

8 of OSS Note 2774256 brought into the standard fallback class the following operations with 

implementations. 

• IF_AGS_SJR_VALIDATOR~VALIDATE_STEP 

• IF_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL~DEFAULT_CUSTOM_SCHEDULE_DIALOG 

• IF_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL~SAVE_CUSTOM_SCHEDULE_DIALOG  

• IF_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL~GET_INITIAL_JOBDEF_NAME  

When performing ATC checks on the transport containing the changes, you will get P1 findings saying 

BADI’s need to be adjusted for new methods via Tcode SPAU_ENH. In such cases, resolve the P1 

findings, i.e. add the new methods and copy over the standard coding from the fall back class for the 

newly introduced operations. 

It could even be, that you get syntax errors, if a standard API that is used was changed. You will need 

to analyze them and compare with the standard implementation of the operation adjust your BADI 

implementation. 

If operations, that had been copied over, became outdated. It is up to the application users to decide 

if they need the new fall back operation coding in the BADI implementation. If yes, the customer will 

need to copy over the coding. 



7.3 First Steps at Enhancing the Simple Job Request 

7.3.1 Create Z Package 

1. Use the transaction SE80, choose the Repository Browser and select Package as 
the repository type 

2. In the Input field, enter a name for the new package (e.g. ZAGS_EXTJOB_PD) 
3. Press Enter and chose Create. 

7.3.2 Create BAdI Implementation 

1. Use the transaction SE18, enter BAdI Name BADI_AGS_EJR_SJR and chose option Create. 
2. Create a BAdI Implementation for the relevant BAdI Definition (during this process, it is 

important that you chose Copy Sample Class). 

7.4 BAdI for UI & Value Helps 

BAdI Definition Name BADI_AGS_EJR_SJR 

Fallback Class CL_AGS_EJR_SJR_FALLBACK 

Usage To enhance the Simple Job Request / Document UI & the Value Helps 

Description The fallback is enabled. Therefore, it is not mandatory to implement 
this BAdI. In case your business demands to create a BAdI 
Implementation, the implementing class shall be copied from the afore 
mentioned fallback class 

 

7.4.1 Operations 

Operation Name Usage 

GET_BUSINESS_PROCESS To populate the Value Help of the field “Business 
Process” in the section “Business Context”. 

GET_REGION To populate the Value Help of the field “Region” in the 
section “Business Context”. 

GET_COUNTRY To populate the Value Help of the field “Country” in the 
section “Business Context”. 

GET_BUSINESS_AREA To populate the Value Help of the field “Business Area” in 
the section “Business Context”. 

GET_ORG_UNIT To populate the Value Help of the field “Organization 
Unit” in the section “Business Context”. 

GET_USERID_SHLP To assign the SE11 Search Help in order to populate the 
field “User ID” in the section “Business Context”. 

GET_DEFAULTS The UI defaults 
JOBDOC_TYPE – customer should not change this 
JOB_TYPE_DEF – customer should not change this 
JOB_TYPE – customer should not change this 
IS_OVS_SEQUENCE – in the section “Business Context”, if 
you would like to enforce the sequence of the fields. 
RESET_VISIBLE – To enable the Reset Button in the 
Simple Job Document UI 
SHOW_TECH_VALUE – The values chosen in the fields 
(Organizational Unit, Business Area, Region, Country and 
Business Process) would be shown as a description. In 
case you would like to see the Technical Values, set this 
field 



CREATE_MONITORING – In case you need to prevent the 
Monitored Object to be created, reset this field 
SHOW_FINAL_DIALOG – The Final Success Dialog after 
the creation of the Monitored object can be concealed 
using this field 
ENABLE_CUSTOM_BUTTONMENU – To have the custom 
buttons in the Menu Button “Further Items”  

SET_CUS_PARAMETERS This method is used to set the custom parameters. 

GET_WDCONFIG_FOR_SCHEDULE To get the Web Dynpro configuration ID for Scheduling 
UI. In the standard we use the following configurations: 
Scheduling UI for SMSE: 
`WD_AGS_EJR_JOB_SCHEDULE_CFG_CPS` 
Scheduling UI for XBP:    
`WD_AGS_EJR_JOB_SCHEDULE_CFG_XBP` 
Note: It is not recommended to change this behavior 

GET_ALLOWED_JOB_STATUS This method is used to identify which status are possible 
for each state of Job Document. The following are the 
possible values for every state of Job Document 

State Status Possible 

New In Process 

In Process Obsolete 

Validation Production 

Production In Process, Obsolete 

Note: It is not recommended to change this behavior 
unless there is a business demand. 

IS_CHANGE_ALLOWED_ON_JOBSTATUS To check whether change is allowed on a Job Document 
Status. The change is not allowed in the following 
statuses. 

➢ Production 
➢ Obsolete 
➢ Validation 

Note: It is not recommended to change this behavior 
unless there is a business demand. 

GET_FINAL_STATUS To get the list of final statuses. The following are the final 
statuses for the Job Document, 

➢ Production 
Note: It is not recommended to change this behavior 
unless there is a business demand. 

CHECK_STATUS_CHANGE_ALLOWED To check whether the Status change is allowed. The 
following checks are performed in the standard, 

➢ Requester is trying to set the Job Document to 
“Validated” 

Note: It is not recommended to change this behavior 
unless there is a business demand. 

GET_BUSINESS_MANDATORY_FIELDS To set the mandatory fields in the Business Section of 
Simple Job Request Application. In the standard, the 
following fields are mandatory 

➢ Business Area 
➢ Region 
➢ Country 



GET_BUSINESS_OVS_ONENTER This is to ensure the sequence of the Value Helps in 
Business Context section of Simple Job Request 
Application. 
Note: 

➢ It is delivered empty in the Fallback Class. 
➢ It will be executed when sequential search help is 

enabled (using the field IS_OVS_SEQUENCE) 

GET_BUSINESS_OVS_ONEDIT This operation is called when the Value Helps of the 
Business Context section is changed. 
Note: 

➢ It is delivered empty in the Fallback Class. 
➢ It will be executed when sequential search help is 

enabled (using the field IS_OVS_SEQUENCE) 

GET_BUSINESS_OVS_ONDELETE This operation is called when the Value Helps of the 
Business Context section is deleted. 
Note: 

➢ It is delivered empty in the Fallback Class. 
➢ It will be executed when sequential search help is 

enabled (using the field IS_OVS_SEQUENCE) 

IS_ONETIME_STARTCOND This will return whether the chosen Start Condition is for 
one-time Job Executions. In the standard we made the 
Start Condition “ZCT1” as one time. 
Note: 

➢ In case user chose the Start Condition “ZCT1”, 
user cannot enter the period greater than 1. 

GET_FIELD_USAGE_BUSINESS This operation is delivered empty. It is used to populate 
the fixed values for the fields in the Business Context.  
Note: 

➢ Implement this only if you need a value helps 
different from standard 

GET_FIELD_USAGE_OVERVIEW This operation is delivered empty. It is used to populate 
the fixed values for the fields in the Overview section.  
Note:  

➢ Implement this only if you need a value helps 
different from standard 

CONVERT_STARTCOND_PARAMS It is used to process the Start Condition Parameters. In 
case customer needs to convert it/ need to pass any 
custom Start Condition Parameters, we can use this 
operation. 
This is delivered empty. 

GET_JOB_TYPES To get the supported Job Types. (As of SP08, we support 
only ABAP Job with Simple Job Document UI). In case you 
add your own Job Types, you have to handle the 
scheduling by your own. 
Note: 

➢ Not recommended to change this 

GET_SJR_APPLICATION_LINK To get the link of the Simple Job Document UI with 
definition ID and Version. 
Note: 

➢ Not recommended to change this 

GET_DEFAULT_BUSINESS To fill the default values in the Business Context section. 
The Business Owner is defaulted by default. In case 



customer would like to default some more fields, use this 
operation 

GET_CUSTOMER_BUTTON_CHOICE To get the Custom Buttons as a Button Menu Item in the 
Button Menu “Related Items” 
Note: 

➢ This would be executed only if the field 
ENABLE_CUSTOM_BUTTONMENU is set  

HANDLE_CUSTOM_EVENTS This is used as an event handler. In case the custom 
button is used, you need to handle your events in this 
operation. 

GET_SE61_NAMING_DOCUMENT This is used to populate the popup of the naming 
convention explanation. By assigning the document name 
of SE61. 

GET_SERVER_URL This is used to get the server URL (server, host and port) 
of the application. You could use this operation to launch 
the UIs in an enterprise portal environment. 

7.4.2 Launch of UIs in Enterprise Portal (GET_SERVER_URL) 

As mentioned above, implement BAdI IF_AGS_EJR_SJR~GET_SERVER_URL to launch the UIs in a 

portal as IViews. To determine, if you are in a portal environment you could use 

cl_dswp_navigation_api=>check_obn_client. In table AGS_SJR_DEFAULTS you could also 

persist the root URL to the portal  

 

7.5 BAdI for External Service Desk 

BAdI Definition Name BADI_AGS_SJR_EXTSDK 

Fallback Class CL_AGS_SJR_EXTSDK_FALLBACK 

Usage To Integrate the Simple Job Request with any External Service Desk. 

Description The fallback is enabled. Therefore, it is not mandatory to implement this 
BAdI. In case your business demands to create a BAdI Implementation, 
the implementing class shall be copied from the afore mentioned fallback 
class. 

 

7.5.1 UI for External Service Desk (Instead of ITSM Dialog) 

In case this BAdI is implemented, you will get to see the below dialog instead of ITSM dialog. 



 

7.5.2 Operations 

 

Operation Name Usage 

GET_EXTSDK_USERS 

To get the users from the External Service Desk to be filled 
in the value help of “Processor” field (refer the screenshot 
in the section 4.2.1) 

GET_SDK_DEFAULTS 

To default configuration values of External Service Desk. 
This will decide whether the creation of the ticket is 
required or not. 
CREATE_INCIDENT – This field must be set in order to 
create a ticket 
IS_3RD_PARTY – In case External Service desk ticket 
needs to be created, set this field 
IS_ITSM – reset this field to bypass the ITSM ticket 
creation 

CREATE_EXTERNAL_INCIDENT 
To create the External Service Desk ticket using RESTful/ 
SOAP based web services. 

ASSIGN_EXTERNAL_INCIDENT 

In case the process got started from External Service Desk, 
the ticket would be created first & the Job Document UI 
would be launched with Ticket Number. In this case, 
during the submit of a Job Request, we will not have the 
Service Desk dialog. Read the Ticket Number from the URL 
& get that assigned in the table “AGS_JOB_EXTSDK” 

UPDATE_EXTERNAL_INCIDENT 
In case of Status Changes, one can update the External 
Service Desk ticket by calling the RESTful/ Web Services 



GET_EXTERNAL_INCIDENT 
To get the details of the External Service Desk ticket by 
calling the RESTful/ Web Services 

GET_URL_FOR_EXTSDK 
The URL to launch the External Service Desk ticket needs 
to be supplied in this operation. 

GET_INCIDENT_FINAL_STATUS 

To know the Final Status of the External Service Desk 
ticket. (the new version of the Job Document would be 
created only if the ticket assigned in the previous version 
is in the closed state) 

IS_REQUIRED_TO_UPDATE_EXTSDK 
To check whether the External Ticket needs to be updated 
based upon the Job Document Status 

IS_REQUIRED_TO_UPDATE_EXTSDK_1 
To check whether the External Ticket needs to be updated 
based upon the Job Document Status 

CAN_ASSIGN_EXISTING_TICKET 

If the External Service Desk Ticket number is already 
known, we shall assign it directly to the Job Document. 
Before assigning the same, we need to make sure the 
supplied ticket not in the final status. 

GET_PRIORITIES_FOR_EXTSDK 
To get the priorities of the External Service Desk. This will 
be filled in the priority field of Service Desk dialog 

GET_DEFAULT_EXTSDK_OVERVIEW 
This is used to default the values in the External Service 
Desk dialog. 

GET_CUSTOM_FIELDDATA_USAGE 
This is used to enable/ disable the fields in the External 
Service Desk dialog 

POST_PROCESSING_ON_FAILED 
This is used to delete the created Service Desk ticket, if 
the creation of the Job Document is failed. 

POST_PROCESSING_ON_SUCCESS 
This is used to delete the created Service Desk ticket, if 
the creation of the Job Document is failed. 

VALIDATE_EXTSDK_OVERVIEW 
This is used to validate the data entered in the External 
Service Desk dialog before clicking on the button “Submit” 

GET_SYSTEMS_FOR_SDK 
This is used to to get the list of systems displayed in the 
External Service Desk dialog. 

7.5.3 Launch of External Ticket (GET_URL_FOR_EXTSDK) 

As mentioned above, implement BAdI IF_AGS_SJR_EXTSDK~GET_URL_FOR_EXTSDK to launch the 

external ticket via a URL. The root URL to the external system can be entered in table 

AGS_SJR_DEFAULTS, e.g. with name SN_URL: 

 

7.6 BAdI for BPA Automations 

BAdI Definition Name BADI_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL 

Fallback Class CL_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL_FALLBACK 

Usage To automate the creation of the BPA artifacts (Process Definition/ Chains) 

Description The fallback is enabled. Therefore, it is not mandatory to implement this 
BAdI. In case your business demands to create a BAdI Implementation, 



the implementing class shall be copied from the afore mentioned fallback 
class. 

 

7.6.1 UI for External Scheduler Custom Parameters 

This following dialog can be built generic for the External Scheduler generic parameters. (to know 

more about enabling customer parameters refer the section “Enable SMSE Parameters”) 

 

 

 

7.6.2 Operations 

Operation Name Usage 

GET_SDL_DEFAULTS 

The default configurations of External Scheduler 

IS_MULTISTEP  
Type of BPA Artifact IS_FLATCHAIN 

IS_COMPLEX_CHAIN 

SCRIPT_NAME The name of the BPA 
script 

TEMPLATE The name of the BPA 
template to create the 
Multistep Process 
Definition/ Chain 

 

GET_APPLICATION To get the applications from the External Scheduler  



CREATE_MULTISTEP_PROCDEF To create a Multistep Process Definition in BPA 

CREATE_FLAT_CHAIN To create a Flat Chain in BPA 

CREATE_COMPLEX_CHAIN To create a Complex Chain in BPA 

IS_JOBDEF_CREATION_NEEDED 
Set the returning parameter “RP_JD_CREATION_NEEDED” 
to “X”, in case automatic creation is required. This would  

PROCESS_CUSTOM_PARAMS To process the custom BPA parameters  

PROCESS_CUSTOM_CHAIN_PARAMS To process the custom BPA parameters for job chains 

PROCESS_CUSTOM_SCHEDULE_PARAMS To process the custom BPA scheduling parameters 

GET_FIELD_USAGE_ENH_SCHED 
To enable/ disable/ hide the fields in the External 
Scheduler dialog shown in the Section 4.3.1 

CHECK_SCHEDULING_CONSISTENCY 
To validate in order to ensure the consistency of 
scheduling UI 

7.6.3 Enable SMSE Parameters 

The most common SMSE parameters are in Scheduling UI already. In case you need to automate the 

creation of the BPA Process Definition or Chains Definition from the Job Document itself, you may need 

to pass more parameters. The SMSE parameters cab be maintained in the table “AGS_SJR_SMSEPARA” 

(maintain the values in the Transaction “SM30”) 

Field  Description 

PARAM_NAME The SMSE Parameter Name 

PARAM_VALUE 
The SMSE Parameter value can be defaulted in this field. This would be already 
filled in the SMSE Advanced Parameter UI 

PARAM_GRP 
Group Name. For each group, a separate section is created in the SMSE 
Advanced Parameter UI 

TYPE 
SE11 Data Element - The Field Label & Search Help are read from the Data 
Element 

ACTIVE If its active (X) then the parameter would be shown in the UI 

MANDATORY The SMSE Parameter will be marked as mandatory 

READ_MODE 
set this field, in case you would like to have the field read only (the default value 
would be hardcoded in the field PARAM_VALUE) 

WD_CONTROL 

The following UI controls are supported, 
➢ Input Field 
➢ Formatted Text Edit 
➢ Dropdown List 
➢ Checkbox 

7.7 BAdI for Validation & Naming Proposal 

BAdI Definition Name BADI_AGS_SJR_VALIDATOR 

Fallback Class CL_AGS_SJR_VALIDATOR_FALLBACK 

Usage This is used for the following, 
➢ Job Name Proposal 
➢ Job Name Validation 
➢ Custom Validations 

Description The fallback is enabled. Therefore, it is not mandatory to implement this 
BAdI. In case your business demands to create a BAdI Implementation, 
the implementing class shall be copied from the afore mentioned fallback 
class. 



7.7.1 Operations 

Operation Name Usage 

PROPOSE_JOBNAME Job Name Proposal 

VALIDATE_JOBNAME Perform the Job Name Validation 

VALIDATE_JOB_REQUEST The Custom Validations needs to be done in this operation 

VALIDATE_UPDATE_JOB_REQUEST 
Perform the validation before „Update Job Request/ 
Document“ 

VALIDATE_STARTCOND_CUSTOM Perform the validate of the Start Condition Parameters 

VALIDATE_BEFORE_SUBMIT Perform custom validation before submit.  

 

8 BAdI for Job Chain Documentation 
 

BAdI Definition Name BADI_AGS_SJC_RUNTIME 

Fallback Class CL_AGS_SJC_RUNTIME_FALLBACK 

Usage This is used for the following, 
➢ To enable the creation of BPA Process/ Job Definition per Job 

Documentation 
➢ To enable the creation of BPA Chain  

Description The fallback is enabled. Therefore, it is not mandatory to implement this 
BAdI. In case your business demands to create a BAdI Implementation, 
the implementing class shall be copied from the afore mentioned fallback 
class. 

 

8.1 Operations 

Operation Name Usage 

GET_DEFAULTS  

The default properties of the Job Chain Documentation 
The following are the options enabled in the standard 
fallback, 

CREATE_PROCDEF It shows the “Create Process 
Definition” column in the 
Chain Structure of Simple Job 
Chain Documentation. (It will 
not be shown in the standard) 

SHOW_PROCDEF The name of the Process 
Definition is shown in the 
Chain Structure. (It will not be 
shown in the standard) 

IMPORT_FROM_EXCEL Not Supported 

SHOW_SCHEDULE The “Scheduling” button is 
enabled in the Simple Job 
Chain Documentation. (The 
scheduling button will be 
displayed in the standard) 

 

IMPORT_EXCEL  Perform the Job Name Validation 

 



9 Typical Questions Regarding Custom Enhancements 

9.1 Is it possible to add any additional screen UI Elements? 
Yes, but there is some limitation. The only place that you can introduce new/edit/delete fields is in 

the drop-down menu “Further Details” which is located in the header of our application. 

 

To add more items, need to implement the BAdI definition: BADI_AGS_EJR_SJR, Method called: 

IF_AGS_EJR_SJR~GET_CUSTOMER_BUTTON_CHOICE. In this method you define the items 

parameters. Ex: Text, Visibility, Enable, Event_id. 

 

The next method called: IF_AGS_EJR_SJR~HANDLE_CUSTOM_EVENTS, used to handle the events that 

you have introduced in the method GET_CUSTOMER_BUTTON_CHOICE. 

9.2 How can a validation be added to an existing field or a newly 
added field? 

Basically, for any new validation checks that you want it to be triggered in your application. You 

should configure the new validation checks in the table “AGS_SJR_VALIDATE”. For more information, 

check chapter: 3, section: 3, title: Validation.  

After you have introduced the new validation checks, then you need to implement the BAdI 

definition: BADI_AGS_SJR_VALIDATOR, Method called: 



IF_AGS_SJR_VALIDATOR~VALIDATE_JOB_REQUEST. You need to create a new method for every new 

validation check that has the following input/output parameters: 

Name Type 

IO_SJR_FACASE TYPE REF TO CL_AGS_EJR_SJR_FACADE 

Is_VALIDATOR TYPE CL_AGS_EJR_SJR_READ_CONFIG=>TS_VALIDATOR 

ET_MESSAGES TYPE FPMGB_T_MESSAGES 

EP_RESULT TYPE FPM_EVENT_RESULT 

Ex: to check the Runtime field if it has a value entered or not in the start condition popup: 

 

The method “CHECK_RUNTIME” needs to be created: 



 

  

 

 

9.3 How exactly AGS_SJR_VALIDATE table works? 
 For more details information, check chapter: 3, section: 3, title: Validation.  

9.4 How to get data from Ext Scheduler (CPS) to automate job 
definition creation via BADI. 

need to implement the BAdI definition: BADI_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL.  

Method called: IF_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL~GET_SDL_DEFAULTS, to decided which process will be 

automated to be created (Multistep or FlatChain or ComplexChain), the script and template name in 

CPS. 

Method Called: IF_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL~IS_JOBDEF_CREATION_NEEDED, it has only one return 

parameter used to display the item “Custom Job Parameters” under the drop-down menu “Job 

Definition”. 

 

Method called: IF_AGS_SJR_EXTSDL~CREATE_MULTISTEP_PROCDEF. This method will be called when 

you click on the button “Create Job Definition”. 



 

 

 

 

9.5 Can it be ensured too big attachments are not uploaded to a JD 

    No. 

9.6 Is Scheduling UI screen customizable? 

Yes, only the Custom Job Parameters popup. To add/edit/delete a custom parameter, you need to 

add them to the table “AGS_SJR_SMSEPARA”. 

 

For more information, check chapter 8 – Enable SMSE Parameters. 

    - What is interface used between Solman and CPS? 

 SMSE API. 

9.7 Is the UI for the Submitting of the ticket customizable?  

No. 

10 Create a Draft Version of Job Documentation 
The creation of the Job Documentation is possible as a draft version without triggering the ITSM 

incident/ any Service Desk Ticket. 

It is available for Job Documentation & Chain Documentation. 



 

The Simple Job Documentation will be launched & during the save, it will not prompt the ITSM/ any 

Service Desk dialog to create a ticket. 

 

10.1 Start the Work Flow 
 

Once you are sure that the Job Documentation is completed, you can start the work flow by clicking 

on the link “Create Workflow”. The ITSM dialog would be displayed & ticket will be created and 

assigned to Job Documentation. 

 



 

10.2 Assign the Existing Ticket 

 

Do you think that you need not to create a new ticket, instead to assign any existing Service Desk 

ticket? This is the way forward.  

The existing ticket can be assigned to the Job Documentation by Further “Actions >> Assign Incident”. 

 

 



The incident is assigned to the Job Documentation. 

 

Note: In case of external Service Desk Integration, it will prompt for another dialog with details of 

External Service Desk which can be customized using BAdI. 

10.3 Remove the Ticket Assignment 
 

The incident assigned to the Job/ Chain Documentation can be removed with the option “Further 

Actions >> Remove Incident” 

 

 

Accept to remove the Incident. The incident will be removed from the Job Documentation, 

 



11 Simple Chain Documentation 
 

The Chain Documentation is also simplified in the timelines of SP09. This will enable to group the 

Similar Job/ Chain Documentation(s) & create just one ITSM incident. The Chain Documentation can 

also be used to request for Multiple Job Jobs during the project go-live. The lite version of the Job 

Documentations can also be created from the Simple Chain Documentation UI. 

Note: This is available in the standard from SP09. In case you need a down port in SP08, implement 

the note XXXX & get back to Job Management Team. 

 

The Tile “Job Chain Documentation – Simple” can be used to launch the Simple Job Documentation. 

 

11.1 Creation of the Steps & assign existing Job Documentation 
The steps can be created by clicking on the button “Add Step” in the Chain Structure section, 

 

Fill in the name of the step, 

mailto:jobmanagement@sap.com


 

Add the existing Job/ Chain Documentations, 

 

Choose the Job/ Chain Documentations & confirm the dialog, 

 

 

On clicking on the Save, the draft version of the Chain Documentation is already created. The created 

Chain Documentation would be available in the Job Management workcenter 



 

 

11.2 Creation of the Lite version of Job Documentation 
It is also possible to create a lite version of Job Documentation from Simplified Simple Chain 

Documentation. Nevertheless, this option is available after the creation of draft Chain 

Documentation. To do this, click on the button  

 

 

The created Job Documentation will be assigned to the selected step, 



 

Once the chain is modelled, the workflow can be triggered by clicking on the button “Create 

Workflow” 

 

 

The ticket will be assigned to the Job Chain Documentation, 

 



12 Creation of Monitored Object 
 

The Monitored Object creation is also possible from the Simplified Job Documentation with following 

options, 

➢ Automatic Creation of Initial Monitored Object with default setting 

➢ Supports creation of Multiple Monitored Objects for a job per system (It is not possible in the 

detailed Job Documentation) 

➢ In case there is any existing Monitored Object(s), it will be automatically assigned to this Job 

Documentation. 

 

Accept to create a new Monitored Object, 

 

Once its confirmed, if there exists no Monitored Object for this job, it creates a Monitored Object 

automatically. In case, there already exists Monitored Object(s), it will assign them all to this Job 

Documentation.  

The configured Job has 4 Monitored Object & it is assigned to the Job Documentation. 



 

The Monitoring Dashboard can be launched by clicking on “Further Actions >> Launch Job Monitor 

Dashboard” 

 

13 Creation of New Version 
 

A new version of the Job Documentation can be created in case you have any changes to the job 

which is productive. The changes can be the following, 

➢ Name of the Job 

➢ Change in the Step Details 

➢ Change in the schedule 

 

The new version of the Job Documentation is created & all information will be taken over from the 

current version of Job Documentation. 

All the versions can be seen by clicking on “Further Actions >> Show all versions” 



 

All the versions will be displayed in the dialog & clicking on the Version link will launch the selected 

version of the Job Documentation. 

 

14 Further Questions  

14.1 What is the first and last exit at Job Request Creation  

     - First exit meaning, before tool is loaded or UI loaded is there any exit? 

 From the BAdI, no.  

     - Last exit meaning once Submit is clicked, is there any exit before saving to DB? 

 From the BAdI, no. 

 

 


